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PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE NOTICE VERY CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO THE 
ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE IN RELATION TO THIS DOCUMENT, PLEASE CONSULT YOUR 
LEGAL, COMMERCIAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS.

This White Paper states the current views of Starflow concerning a proposed platform to support 
an open, distributed ecosystem for the distribution and consumption of content on the internet 
(the “Platform”), the external cryptographic tokens proposed to be used with the Platform 
(“StarCoins”), a proposed sale of StarCoins (the “Token Sale”) and related matters. 

Indicative information only. This White Paper presents indicative information only. Unless 
expressly specified otherwise, the Platform and the technologies on which it will be based are 
under development and are not currently deployed. Any plans, projections or forecasts 
mentioned in this White Paper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors, including 
without limitation defects in technology, legal or regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector 
volatility, corporate actions or the unavailability of complete and accurate information. 

Not an offer, solicitation or recommendation. This White Paper is for informational purposes 
only and does not constitute, and is not intended to be, a prospectus or an offer to sell, a 
solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation of StarCoins (whether or not in connection 
with the Token Sale), the Platform, an investment in Starflow or any project or property of 
Starflow, or shares or other securities in Starflow or any affiliated or associated company in any 
jurisdiction. 

Not a contract. By publishing this White Paper, Starflow does not intend to solicit, and is not 
soliciting, any action with respect to StarCoins or any contractual relationship with Starflow or 
any affiliated or associated company. This White Paper is not a contract and does not legally bind 
Starflow or any other party. Starflow will not accept any cryptocurrency or other form of 
payment in respect of StarCoins based on this White Paper. If Starflow elects to conduct the 
Token Sale, any offer to sell StarCoins will be made only on the terms and conditions of a binding 
legal agreement between the buyer and Starflow, the details of which Starflow will make 
available separately from this White Paper. 

Not designed or intended as an investment product or securities. Starflow has designed 
StarCoins to be an externally-tradable token that will be a medium of exchange within the 
Platform. Starflow has not designed StarCoins to have the characteristics of an investment 
product and does not intend them to be securities or any other type of financial or investment 
instrument in any jurisdiction. Without limitation, StarCoins will not entitle holders to a return by 
way of dividend, distribution of surplus assets or any financial return from the Platform or 
Starflow simply by possessing them; StarCoins will not entitle holders to any right to claim for 
any debt or liability owing by or arising from any promissory note, note instrument, debenture or 
other obligations of indebtedness of Starflow or any other entity; StarCoins will not entitle 
holders to any obligation from Starflow or any other entity to redeem or buy back StarCoins or 
repay any amount paid to it for the purchase of StarCoins (whether with or without interest); 
Starflow will not undertake any obligation to acquire StarCoins in the open market or otherwise 
for the purpose of ‘burning’ them or otherwise removing them from circulation; StarCoins will not 
entitle holders to vote on, or otherwise exercise discretion to govern or influence, any aspect of 
Starflow’s or any other entity’s corporate entity or business, or the Platform or any other service;
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StarCoins will not entitle holders to receive shareholder/director meeting notices or attend 
shareholders/directors meetings of Starflow or any other entity; and StarCoins will not confer 
ownership, equity, participation, conversion, liquidation or similar rights over (including any right 
or option of conversion into equity or other form of ownership), or rights, interests or benefits in 
the revenues, profits or other financial aspects of, Starflow or any other entity, the Platform, any 
underlying asset (whether tangible, intangible or virtual) or any technology or intellectual 
property developed, acquired or licensed by Starflow or any other entity 

Not a recommendation or advice. This White Paper provides indicative information about the 
Platform and summarizes the proposed target market, business model and technology of the 
Platform. Nothing in this White Paper should be considered a recommendation for any person to 
purchase StarCoins or to use the Platform. Your requesting a copy of, possessing or sharing this 
White Paper does not constitute participation in the Token Sale or any other sale of StarCoins, if 
Starflow elects to conduct such sale. No information in this White Paper should be considered as 
business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding the purchase of StarCoins or the use of the 
Platform. No part of this White Paper may be relied on to form the basis of, or in connection with, 
any decision regarding the purchase of StarCoins or the use of the Platform. If you purchase 
StarCoins in the Token Sale or otherwise, you may be required to bear the financial risk of your 
purchase for an indefinite period of time. 

Not reviewed, examined or approved by a regulatory authority. No regulatory authority has 
reviewed, examined or approved any of the information contained in this White Paper. Starflow 
has not sought, and will not seek, review, examination or approval of any of the information 
contained in this White Paper under the laws or regulations of any jurisdiction. The publication or 
distribution of this White Paper does not imply that applicable laws, regulations or rules have 
been complied with. 

Token Sale Exclusions. If Starflow conducts the Token Sale, it will only be intended for and 
targeted at persons outside the United States of America, the People’s Republic of China, 
Singapore and any other jurisdiction where the purchase of StarCoins is prohibited by law 
(collectively, the “Excluded Territory”). Only persons outside the Excluded Territory and who 
Starflow is not otherwise barred by law or regulation (including applicable international 
sanctions) from transacting with will be eligible for and permitted to participate in the Token 
Sale. Accordingly, if you are a citizen or resident of, or physically present in, the Excluded 
Territory, or if Starflow is barred by law or regulation (including applicable international 
sanctions) from transacting with you, you will not be eligible for or permitted to participate in the 
Token Sale. Starflow may at any time and without notice revise the list of jurisdictions that 
comprise the Excluded Territory and other eligibility criteria for the Token Sale. 

Third party sources. Starflow and its affiliates, and its and their respective founders, directors, 
officers, employees, advisers, agents and representatives (all, collectively (except Starflow), the 
“Starflow Related Parties”), have not independently verified the completeness, accuracy, 
reliability, or timeliness of any information from third party sources that may appear in this White 
Paper.
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Forward-looking statements. All statements in this White Paper, on Starflow’s website, in 
communication channels (such as Slack, Medium, Reddit, Telegram, Github, Facebook, YouTube, 
Instagram and Twitter) or otherwise made by Starflow or its authorized representatives in any 
media that are not statements of historical fact (including statements using words such as “aim”, 
“target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, 
“possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will”, the negatives of those terms and similar 
expressions), including but not limited to statements about the Platform, StarCoins, the Token 
Sale, Starflow, Starflow’s financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects, and 
industry trends are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements involve known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors (including but not limited to changes in political, 
social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions and changes in the regulatory 
environment where Starflow and the Platform will operate and in which the Token Sale will be 
conducted) which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Starflow, the 
Platform and StarCoins to differ materially from the future results, performance or achievements 
expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements. No representation, warranty, 
undertaking, promise or guarantee is given in respect of the forward-looking statements. 
Forward-looking statements should not be relied upon. 

Limitation of liability. To the maximum extent permitted by all applicable laws and regulations, 
Starflow and the Starflow Related Parties shall not be liable for any direct or indirect loss of 
revenue, income, profits, business, business opportunity, anticipated saving, data, reputation or 
goodwill; or any indirect, special, incidental, reliance, consequential, punitive or other losses or 
damages of any kind, in tort, contract, strict liability or otherwise, arising out of or in connection 
with any reliance on this White Paper or any error, omission or inaccuracy in any information in 
this White Paper or in connection with erroneous or insufficient consultation with or advice 
received from any adviser, even if Starflow and the Starflow Related Parties have been advised of 
the possibility of such losses or damages. 

Disclaimers of representations, warranties, undertakings and conditions. To the maximum 
extent permitted by all applicable laws and regulations, Starflow and the Starflow Related Parties 
do not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaim, all representations, warranties, 
undertakings and conditions (express or implied, whether by statute, common law, custom, 
usage or otherwise) regarding Starflow, the Platform, StarCoins, the Token Sale, this White Paper 
and any forward-looking statements. Starflow provides any information in this White Paper “as 
is” with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, reliability, timeliness or of the results 
obtained from the use of this information. 

Requirement for reproduction and distribution. Unless this White Paper, including this Notice, is 
reproduced and distributed in its entirety without change, Starflow’s prior written consent is 
required. No part of this White Paper may be reproduced or used in or distributed to any 
jurisdiction where possession or distribution of this White Paper is prohibited or restricted. 

English version controls. The English language version of this White Paper is the only official 
version. Translations of this White Paper into any language other than English may introduce 
ambiguities and errors, despite the best intentions of the translators, and Starflow does not 
guarantee the accuracy of any translation. If there is a conflict between the English version of this 
White Paper and a translated version, the English version will control.
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Revisions and Further Information. Starflow may from time to time revise this White Paper in 
any respect without notice. However, Starflow undertakes no obligation to update this White 
Paper or any of the information it contains. You are responsible for ensuring that you have the 
latest version of this White Paper and that you read and understand its contents. No person has 
been or is authorised to give any information or representation not contained in this White Paper 
regarding Starflow, the Platform, StarCoins, the Token Sale or any other subject discussed in this 
White Paper and, if given, you must not rely on any such information or representation as having 
been authorised by Starflow.
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Executive Summary
Empowering The Influencer Economy

Starflow is re-shaping the influencer economy by providing an infrastructure 
network, enabling an ecosystem where individuals can thrive and where everybody 
can interact and participate in the creation and consumption of value.

Value & Service Providers 
will be able engage and support the creators 
where their services, products and 
contributions can help to improve and 
maximize the quality and reach of the content. 

Consumers 
will, in a user-friendly environment, be able to 
personalize and streamline aggregated and 
exclusive content from their favorite creators 
and topics. They will also be able to 
communicate and interact openly and directly 
with their pairs and the value creators. 
Eventually, they will rise and in various ways 
participate and engage in value creation in the 
GIG economy.

The Creators 
of value, will be able to maximize the reach 
and enjoy the benefit and rewards of their 
own achievements and control the valuable 
outcome of their creations. They will be 
empowered, incentivised and able to fulfil the 
full needs and desires of their fans and 
consumers. The communication process 
between all collaborating parties will be open, 
accessible, free and without any interference. 

Brands 
will be able to participate and collaborate in 
an open, honest and transparent system that 
aspires to improve the quality of their brand 
building. They will be able to collaborate 
integrated with chosen creators in the value 
creation.

Our mission is to create, establish and facilitate an open distributed ecosystem, 
inviting all participating parties, to engage and collaborate in the empowerment 
of man in the new distributed digital economy.

The Ecosystem 
will invite all parties to get involved and to participate in collaboration of value creation 
and consumption. It will establish a network with true ambition to empower and maximize 
the quality and reach of valuable individual content creation. Shifting our platform and 
infrastructure to a fully integrated distributed blockchain environment will be conducted in 
phases, as the technology permits and by allowing us to use and leverage whatever 
software standard that will prove itself to be sustainable. However, Starflow immediately 
enables creators to regain the control and ownership over their content. Creators and 
brands can conduct integrated campaigns with improved quality on Starflow where the 
combustion of blockchain is neglectable in comparison, and where it will add tremendous 
value to all involved. An off-chain token system for content integrated micropayments will 
allow instant transaction solving the problems of the blockchain combustion. It will also 
have the advantage of simplifying and enabling users to find an easier way to get in to 
cryptocurrencies.

The Business model 
StarCoin will increase efficiency and transparency, lower costs, eliminate the banks and 
financial institutions inefficiency and expensive distributions and remittance costs. It will 
enable faster and more efficient payments and transactions for national and international 
campaigns. It will generate new revenue models, increase and improve communication in 
between content producers and consumers. Corporate income will come from premium 
services and small exchange fees when coins are moved in and out from the marketplace.
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Roadmap
Next Steps

Announcement
January 22 2018

• Release Website  

• Release White Paper 

• Open For Pre-Sale Whitelist 

• PR Press Release Articles 

• Start Talking To Exchanges

Pre-Sale
March 5 2018

• Pre-Sale Begins 

• Begin KYC 

• Begin Rewards Program 

• Begin Hosting Meetups 

• Begin Roadshow

Listings
June 2018

• Begin Token Listing On 
Exchanges 

• Continue Product Dev. 

• Continue Integration Dev. Of 
StarCoin And ProtoStar

Integration
Q3 2018

• Brands Can Buy Campaigns 
With StarCoin 

• Creators Can Monetize 
Content With ProtoStar  

• StarCoin and ProtoStar 
Wallet In App & Web

Exchange
Q4 2018

• Internal exchange for 
swapping ProtoStar-
StarCoin live 

• StarCoin accepted on 
more exchanges
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Cryptoeconomics
How Will Our Cryptoeconomics Work?

Starflow cryptoeconomics enable StarCoin & ProtoStar circulation 
between four groups of receivers: Empowered Individuals (the creators), 
Brands, Value & Service providers, and the consumers (followers).
The Starflow cryptoeconomics are divided in two layers. A B2B layer on a blockchain 
(StarCoins) where all transactions between the value creators, external companies (called 
Brands), all types of participating value and service providers are conducted. The 
Blockchain layer, with all its benefits, will increase efficiency, enable international reach 
without remittance, cutting costs and saving time. Brands will use StarCoin based on an 
ERC20 Token to reward and pay creators and service and value providers for their 
achievements and contributions in content production. Creators will get paid in the 
network with StarCoins as they create value in cooperation with brands. In the process, 
not only will the creator receive the payment faster, but also cut layers of unnecessary 
middlemen, insuring significant increased efficiency and resulting in improved, 
measurable value creation. Partners, service providers and other value providers will also 
buy and get paid with StarCoins for their contribution and value creation in the 
ecosystem. 

Brands who would like to run campaigns with creators, would have discounts by the 
collaboration on the platform. This will drive traffic and demand for the StarCoin. 

Consumers will use ProtoStar, an off-chain payment solution which handles instant 
micro-payments inside the Starflow network. ProtoStars are exchangeable with 
StarCoins at the rate 1 StarCoin = 1000 ProtoStars. Creators will earn ProtoStars, as 
consumers will use them to buy and access premium content, merchandise and other 
experiences in the network. They will eventually rise to participate freely in the value 
creating StarCoin environment. 

StarCoin is an ERC20 Token, which will be traded on exchanges like Etherdelta, Yobit.net 
etc. ProtoStars are not ERC20 tokens and will only be available to trade inside the 
Starflow network.
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Bringing Smart Property To The Influencer Economy

Today:

Middlemen &  
Infrastructure Consumers

Desired Content

Produced 
Content

Delivered 
& Consumed 
Content

Algorithms
Fractioning

What creators can afford 
and have time to produce

Brands

Actual 
reach

Desired reach

Creators

A broken system where all participating parties have contrarian interests and goals, and where all are 
left unsatisfied and poor, but for the social media platforms offering infrastructure.

Tomorrow:
As opposed to a system catering for an unanimous goal of empowering man to find his 
capabilities and to be able to fulfil the needs of the consumers. Enabling value creation at the 
moment of consumption.

ConsumersCreators

Brands
Value 

Providers

Infrastructure

Desired, 
Delivered 
& Consumed Content 
= Total reach

STARCOIN fertilizing a marketplace 
where all parties collaborate in the 
empowerment of man and value 
creation. Cutting out all middlemen  
and incentivising through supply and 
demand.

0

50

100
Demand Supply
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Bringing Smart Property To The Influencer Economy

Today
3% of internet users 
make up for 98% of 

individual value creation  

Potential

Full Distributed 
Reached Potential

Entire market involved is 
equal to full distributed 

reached potential

Only 3% of Internet users receiving value 
from content creation. Taking 98% of value 

on a small and immature market.

“Everybody" have found their inner strengths 
and are incentivised and finding income 

from work and value creation.

0

25

50

75

100

2013

2018

Influencer Marketing Growth

Graph based on Google Trends for “Influencer Marketing“
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StarCoin will serve as an ERC20 utility token, creating a decentralized, community-driven 
virtual economy inside the Starflow app and network. 

The StarCoin will enable and incentivise the whole ecosystem of influencer value creation 
and consumption. It is the heart, the essence, of the entire offering and its mere existence is 
what enables all the new and enriched possibilities for creators to produce more, better, 
exclusive and premium content. As all these valuables are distributed in a superior user 
experience it will also change the way the value is consumed in many ways. Initially, through 
its aggregated media approach, but much more importantly, through the open 
communication process, allowing information and knowledge to spread resulting in 
transparency, accessibility, communication, experience and results. The StarCoin is the key 
point in our offering to creators, brands, value providers and consumers.  

A StarCoin is essential in order for Starflow to be able to offer creators remuneration to 
engage in the platform, and for creators to motivate their fans.  
The StarCoin will also be used to incentivize creators, open-source developers and other 
collaborating parties working on and with our open platform. This will ensure longevity 
and staying in the forefront of development. The coin will unite all participants and give 
them a common goal of maximizing output, quality and experience. 

Finally it will enable Starflow to build its own brand, strengthen the relationships with its 
partners and to be judged for its own merits and achievements. 

Additionally, adding our off-chain and embedded token, ProtoStar for instant 
micropayments, we solve the blockchain problem of transaction capacity overload. Our 
service results in immediate and fully integrated payments at the epicenter of value 
creation. 

Why use StarCoin and the blockchain for larger transaction amounts?

What is a StarCoin?

Lower Transactions Costs
Cutting of a lot of unnecessary costs 
in all transaction flows.

Higher Transparency
The blockchain brings more 
transparency to our users.

Eliminating Unnecessary Middlemen
Blockchain eliminates middlemen and 
puts the power back to the people.

Faster Transactions

Making faster and cheaper 
international and national payments 
and transactions possible.
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Overview
ProtoStars are fractioned StarCoins (1000/1), used in our system where they can be handled 
and transferred freely in-between all parties in order to buy and sell content, merchandise 
and other services. They are held in wallets under direct control and responsibility of each 
account holder. ProtoStars are integrated in the platform and they are directly attached to 
the content through smart contracts, enabling value creators to dynamically name their own 
incentives. The system, with all its disadvantages, enables instant, seamless and frictionless 
transactions that use our free, open and fair platform. The disadvantages of increased risk are 
handled with the warnings of not to have more ProtoStars in your wallet than you are 
prepared to lose, or that you believe you are in need of during a day, week or a session. Any 
larger amounts are kept in StarCoins as an ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain. 
ProtoStars and StarCoinsCoins can be interchanged for each other in our internal exchange. 

For us, it’s important to build our relationship with creators, brands, partners and followers in 
a way where our transparency, openness and ability to inspire collaboration and value 
creation, will lead to a level of trust. We also feel it is essential to have our own crypto-
currency in order to be evaluated on the basis of our own achievements and thereby to be 
able to monitor and program our future efforts. We do not want to be dependent of the 
success or failure of others. 

Our system of ProtoStars for immediate and integrated micro transaction, is equally 
necessary until some of the Blockchain speed problems are solved. The combination of a 
decentralized, secure and fully dependable system and our system with its disadvantages 
can best be compared to the offline resemblance of having larger amounts of cash in a bank 
and pocket money in your wallet for everyday use. 

A constantly increasing group of consumers on the platform will be desiring more and more 
exclusive and premium content from the ever growing group of creators. This will result in an 
increasing amount of ProtoStars in the system. As Starflow sells these ProtoStars to 
consumers, Starflow shall, when required, use its revenue to buy StarCoins in the open 
market to ensure that there is sufficient StarCoins that may be exchanged for ProtoStars.
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Seamless transactions
Payment integrated in content 
enables seamless and instant 
transactions, conducted under 
personal responsibility and with 
accepted risks.

Higher transaction processing
The off-chain system, although 
presenting higher risk and other 
flaws, enables a fully integrated 
payment vehicle attached to all 
content within the network. 
Seamless and instant.

Eliminating Middlemen
The system creates a unique global 
platform with one transparent 
currency, StarCoin, yet still enables 
dynamic, flexible and discriminated 
payments. 

Faster and Direct Transactions
Enabling value creation at the point 
of production and consumption, all 
within an integrated system that 
also enables instant payments.

ProtoStar
ProtoStar Explanation

Blockchain technology, whether we are talking about Bitcoins, ERC20 tokens on the 
Ethereum blockchain or other, still face the problem of speed. In order to facilitate a fully 
integrated and instant micro-payment system, we will build a system of wallets for 
ProtoStars. They can be attached and integrated with all content presented on the network. 
Each wallet (account) is fully under the control and responsibility of each account holder and 
users can seamlessly trade them directly with each other. To minimize the risk we 
recommend all parties not to have more ProtoStars in the wallet then needed for daily use, 
and all larger amounts to be transferred to the more secure value driven token of the 
decentralized StarCoins. This system is essential, as consumers of content do not wait, even 
seconds, in their desire to consume. This is a true micro-payment system catering to the facts 
of life; Time is expensive and the smaller the valuables and the cost is, the faster expectation 
by consumer on speed. One can wait 15-30 seconds when buying a pair of jeans with VISA, 
but you do not accept to wait more than one/two/three seconds for the appearance of an 
article. Therefore ProtoStars have to be fully integrated in the content, fully embedded, and 
the payment absolutely seamlessly pursued on an instant quick. The ProtoStar technology 
will be open-sourced based, ensuing full transparency for the entire community.
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Cryptoeconomics
How Will Our Cryptoeconomics Work?

In order to facilitate this we are using both a decentralized cryptocurrency, StarCoin, an 
ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain, and an integrated token that will revolutionize the 
way blockchain applications can be utilized today. These token systems are vital to the 
development of these services. We believe blockchain is where WWW was in 1996, i.e. with 
huge growth & potential, but where it is important to remember that Netscape and Altavista 
are long gone and that there was a finical "bubble" in the Internet industry 01/02.

We are building a new ecosystem, a platform and environment ,where the cryptoeconomics 
is the heart and the enabling force that incentivizes all parties to participate. Collaboration, is 
what will enable all to thrive in the new distributed influencer economy. The network or 
ecosystem, will be built on open source, and again, inviting all interested parties to 
collaborate in the empowerment of man. It is to be seen merely as infrastructure which will 
allow us to maximize the incentives for the creative and talented content producers. By 
keeping it open, and inviting all to participate, we increase efficiency and cut costs. Not only 
are all value- and service providers invited, but also competitors, specialists and nisched 
companies with their own tokens, offering similar services. All with the ambitions to 
collaborate in empowering individual value creation can enter and leverage the Starflow 
platform. They can integrate their services and offerings as well as their coins or tokens. Thus 
sincerely embracing crypto economics. When taking out StarCoins from the system, 
Starflow will take a commision. We are investing millions in reinstalling content as King, 
empowering creators to regain control and to be able to benefit from their value creation. At 
the same time presenting a superior experience to followers saving them time, getting them 
closer to their favorite producers, accessing more, better, nisched, exclusive and premium 
content.
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The Empowerment Of Man In The Influencer & GIG Economy

The Influencer economy, is an industry in its infancy and although experiencing 
exponential growth, the market is still very small. Only 3% of the Internet users (the 
creators) are benefitting financial returns from the created value on the internet. (They 
make up for 98% of all made revenue). Today these creators are often celebrities from 
other content formats such as TV or movie stars, musicians etc. But, they are increasingly 
sprung from the new media formats per se; Bloggers, YouTubers and Instagram 
celebrities. However, other celebrities such as businessmen and women and politicians 
are also increasingly using these new communication methods to spread their words and 
grow their fame, reputation and individual brands. Creators across the borders are all 
realizing larger and larger incomes as the potential and understanding of these new 
communication process are growing. One should not underestimate the potential and 
long term value, by judging from the quality and multiple campaigns that some 
influencers are spamming their followers with today. This market will mature, as all other 
markets, and creators will have to create true value and build their brands through 
Quality, Trust, Transparency and Honesty. Today, although small, the influencer market is 
a broken system. It is manipulated and held back by monopolistic giants with egoistic 
purposes. Content is stolen, content is through algorithms deprived the followers (the 
consumers), communication between all parties is cut, limited or completely non 
existing, KPI´s are hard to find or limited etc etc. This is leaving everybody unhappy, 
unsatisfied and poor, but for the infrastructure platforms themselves. These platforms 
make up the dictatorial terms and conditions and benefits from all the values. Followers 
tend, on an average, to follow 85 different creators on up to 10 different content 
platforms at a time. Not only is it a hassle and an extremely time consuming procedure, 
but also a problem for the stars. Both sides lack the ability to control content, measure 
spread or accuracy, build and maintain a relationship and maintaining a functioning 
communication processes. Only a fraction of what this market could cater to is realized. 
The rest is yet to come. As individuals are liberated, systems distributed and markets are 
free. Individuals will find their “super powers" and be able to realize the values they can 
create in the moment of consumption by their peers.

Today
3% of internet users 
make up for 98% of 

individual value creation  

Potential

Full Distributed 
Reached Potential

Entire market involved is 
equal to full distributed 

reached potential

Background & Philosophy
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Our vision 
Liberated and empowered individuals (creators) will expand the influencer 
market to incorporate the entire the Gig economy. They will find their 
strengths and powers within their knowledge and interests and they will 
realize the value in the creation at the moment of content consumption by 
their peers (followers/consumers). 

Our mission 
Create, establish and facilitate an open distributed ecosystem, inviting all 
participating parties, to engage and collaborate in the empowerment of 
man in the new distributed digital economy.
Today this industry is called the Influencer economy and Starflow is re-shaping it by 
providing an ecosystem with a network that allows everybody and all involved parties to 
own and control data and to interact and collaborate in a more integrated, value creating 
and seamless manner. 

Everybody, from the creators who will control and own their content, to brands. who in 
relevant ways can maximize the outcome and efficiency of their values through the 
support of the empowered individual (the creators), to all value and service providers, 
who can find their place and who want to participate in an open, transparent system that 
aspires to maximize individual value creation and where they can leverage the technical 
benefits of a superior open source platform they could never afford. And finally to 
consumers who can personalize and streamline content from their favorite creators and 
topics. 

A decentralized, open, transparent network, embracing and inviting all, will empower 
individuals and unleash enormous potential and value to the benefit of man and society. 

Shifting our platform and infrastructure to a fully integrated distributed blockchain 
environment will be conducted in phases, as the technology permits and by allowing us 
to leverage on whatever software standard that will prove itself to be sustainable over 
time. However, it immediately enables creators to regain the control and ownership over 
their content. It will also enable faster and more efficient, national and international 
transactions when influencers and brands conduct campaigns on Starflow. 

And while we await the blockchain software to fully deliver, our decentralized, off-chain 
and instant token system (ProtoStar) will offer content producers a platform where 
exclusive content can be instantly tokenized and distributed to relevant consumers. 

The Empowerment Of Man In The Influencer & GIG Economy
Background & Philosophy
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Background & Philosophy

In the real world, we collect, store and process information, 
experiences and knowledge. This data is then turned into 
different physical activities allowing us to make a living.

Meanwhile, in the digital world, huge infrastructures and social media platforms document 
everything we do in order to build a profile, exploit and sell our information for their own 
benefit. This is the exact same collected data we use to make a living in the real world, plus 
other endless amounts of values that we possess and need. The social media business model 
is based on acquiring all of the digital, web 2.0 version of who we are, and then 
commercially exploiting it, making us digital slaves. The average internet user now spends 
more than three hours a day on social media platforms. That’s three hours a day, every day, 
providing information about ourselves by sharing, liking, uploading and messaging. In other 
words, we are working for free to build the wealth and value for the companies exploiting us. 
The sheer genius of the new digital slave economy, is that people get compensated in likes 
and followers encouraging them to work even harder. This is a completely broken system, 
where we have lost our freedom, privacy and the value of our creativity and output. Starflow 
is on a mission to fix this! Starflow believes in valuing talent, creativity, hard work, 
collaboration, networks, brands, content and value creation. We are committed to creating a 
sustainable model for the future of the influencer and gig-economy by bringing smart 
property into the ecosystem. This enables benefiting value creation, respecting creativity 
and encouraging the active participation and collaboration of creators. As social media 
companies have aspired to monetize influencer content in their own platforms, it has 
prohibited the influencer economy to evolve as one could have expected. Additionally, in the 
process of the creation of the influencer economy, parts of the infrastructure such as 
reporting outcome and effect in a way that satisfies brands are lagging behind. Resulting in 
the fact that creators are still struggling to get a fair share of the revenue their content 
generates or could have generated. Further inefficiencies has enabled unnecessary 
middlemen to get unproportional shares of transactions. Followers desires much more and 
better content form the network to simplify, improve and increase efficiency in their lives. 
And all though the amount of content available steadily grows, it is not improving fast 
enough and it is not enough due to the imperfections and the lack of ability to motivate and 
incentivise content producers. At the same time it’s increasingly difficult to ensure that they 
don’t miss out on any content from their favorite creators and topics. For one, the number of 
channels are increasing, and secondly, the larger social media platforms deliberately limits 
the reach in their feeds through various algorithms, denying followers content. Finally, the 
communication process is disrupted and sabotaged. Due to lack of incentives, creators can't 
afford, don't have time or don't bother to produce the content desired. Brands who see the 
strength in the value of a creator often have a hard time to establish direct contact with the 
right profiles in general, or with the right creators in selected categories, areas or interests. 
This limits control, efficiency, outcome and reach for all parties. 

The Starflow ecosystem is vital for a fully functioning global, free, gig-economy future.

Bringing Smart Property to the Influencer & GIG Economy
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According to influencer marketing agency Mediakix, 
Instagram's influencer market is experiencing exponential 
growth and today it is worth $1 billion, showing no signs of 
slowing down. The firm predicted recently, that by 2019, that 
figure would double.

Influencer value creation observed an amazing growth in 2016, with 86% of brands having 
used the tactic, out of which 94% found it effective (Linda study). Influencer value creation 
remains a highly popular and growing marketing tool in 2018.

According to a study done by the research bureau Nielsen, it 
concludes that fans could be spending up to $2.6Bn more if 
they had the opportunity to access behind-the-scenes and 
premium content from their favorite content creators.

Available technologies on today’s social platforms are not only not optimized to capitalize on 
premium content, which has kept creators in the dark of what content and exclusive 
material consumers actually crave, but also prohibited any communication or relationship 
management by the creators and their followers. Apple Connect, Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram all have limitations with regards to monetization and to cater to consumers high 
demands. The Starflow ecosystem will provide a great communication channel for fan 
communities where the creators can access data, fan connection and revenues from the 
value creation in the fan engagement.

75%
rely on social media to 

inform purchasing 
decisions

90%
trust peer 

recommendations 
on social media

84%
will take action 
based on the 

opinion of others

Market
The Influencer Economy Landscape

Mediakix: http://mediakix.com/2017/03/instagram-influencer-marketing-industry-size-how-
big/#gs.vb5h1p0 

Nielsen: http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2013/turn-it-up--music-fans-could-
spend-up-to--2-6b-more-annually.html

http://mediakix.com/2017/03/instagram-influencer-marketing-industry-size-how-big/#gs.vb5h1p0
http://mediakix.com/2017/03/instagram-influencer-marketing-industry-size-how-big/#gs.vb5h1p0
http://mediakix.com/2017/03/instagram-influencer-marketing-industry-size-how-big/#gs.vb5h1p0
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2013/turn-it-up--music-fans-could-spend-up-to--2-6b-more-annually.html
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2013/turn-it-up--music-fans-could-spend-up-to--2-6b-more-annually.html
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2013/turn-it-up--music-fans-could-spend-up-to--2-6b-more-annually.html
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In 2012, Brian Solis wrote The Rise of Digital Influence, providing a 
deep analysis of the emerging space and the opportunities for 

brands and influencers.

Over the past five years, influencer marketing has gained a foothold in the overall 
marketing mix. From content creation to distribution, influencer marketing is marketing.

The Influencer Economy Landscape
Market

http://www.briansolis.com/2012/03/report-the-rise-of-digital-influence/


Bringing Smart Property To Digital Value Creation

Value creation of digital content and projects has its problems and challenges, be it an 
online news publication, YouTube channel or an Instagram page. For years we’ve seen 
the newspaper industry dying, and everyone around has been quite sure that all the 
advertising money from the print industry would soon appear on online media – but it 
has never happened. The closest thing to properly monetizing internet content is 
YouTube, which pays content creators through ad revenue. However, it has problems 
since this model works best with big, wildly successful content creators. Meanwhile, 
there are many other smaller creators that have great value to smaller audiences that 
find it difficult to finance. YouTube also does not by any means give the control, 
ownership and measurability to the rightful owner, the content producer. What’s crystal 
clear, is that virtually no publication of any significant size is currently able to stay afloat 
solely on advertising revenues. Advertising as a media company, has been further hurt 
by the rising popularity of ad blockers. The crisis for some however, means an 
opportunity for others. The past couple of years have seen a number of startups trying 
to offer cash-starved media and creators new ways of monetizing their content. 
Currently, micro-payments seem to be the main idea of how to make the audience pay 
for the content they consume. The question is how to implement these means in a right 
way. Cryptocurrencies make things possible that were not possible before in payment 
technology. However, although there are some tremendous advantages with blockchain 
technology and cryptocurrencies like enabling total security and transparency, there are 
also some disadvantages. For instance, due to the distributed ledger, the system is slow 
and not by any means ideal when users are expecting absolutely instant reaction as in 
the case with content consumption. The traditional financial system is malfunctioning as 
it’s hard to build on top of it. It is also a highly regulated and permission based 
environment, where you as a startup need substantial funds just to navigate the laws, 
the regulators and the banks. Instead, we leverage ProtoStar combined with an ERC20 
token on the Ethereum blockchain, StarCoin. Smart Contracts will permit content 
creators to determine their own incentives in each and every creation in a fully 
integrated and dynamic environment where decentralized StarCoins are exchangeable 
to ProtoStars, which in its turn enables a backdoor in to crypto for the average 
consumer. In order to facilitate micropayments, which needs to be fully integrated in 
the content in order to allow instant transactions, the ProtoStar will allow users to 
seamless and instantly trade with each other, without any fees, while still maintaining 
control of their funds. The ProtoStar/StarCoin relationship is best resembled with the 
real world relationship of bills and coins in a wallet and money in the bank. Although a 
wallet means higher risk, it also permits huge values on a daly basis. Larger savings and 
transactions are then conducted with StarCoins. On Starflow you will be able to create 
value and distribute your digital content to your fans – all in one ecosystem. With 
ProtoStars, creators can charge subscription fees, or use integrated micro-payments for 
instant one of content offerings. This means that it also allows them to create value in 
untapped markets, such as with fans who consume a few occasional videos, photos, 
songs or articles. Consumer who aren’t interested enough of the content to justify 
paying for a monthly or annual subscription fee, or, simply do not have a regular stable 
financial situation to subscribe, and therefor rather prefers to buy on a ”from time to 
time” basis.

Media & Its Problem
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Advertisers

Media Agencies

Agents/Promoters

Production companies

Bank

Creator

total following
10M+

Reach
4%

Actual reach
1%

Brand

1% reach

$

channels
10+

The economics of the Influencer Economy has not followed the 
evolution. It is still hard for creators to report outcome and effect in a 

way that satisfies collaborating partners and they are struggling to 
get a fair share of the incentives to create valuable content.

The abundance of different platforms and non-user-friendly algorithms, make it increasingly 
difficult to follow creators in social media. Starflow goes the opposite way and makes it easier by 
developing an open platform, where it sees itself purely as infrastructure.  Starflow acknowledges 

the specific needs, and many times the contrarian relations between the creators and their 
followers in comparison to friend and family relations on other social media platforms. Starflow 
therefore optimizes the network in regards to influencer-follower perspectives and creates a full 

ecosystem for the industry. Creating an enabler for valuable content producers, collaborating 
brands and various service providers in order for them to reach their audience and there by catering 

to, and maximizing the value of consumption by followers.

Many Friends 
Too much content

Feed 
Algorithms

Media & Its Problem
Bringing Smart Property To Digital Value Creation
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A fully integrated and distributed market place, where all 
parties are fully satisfied and multiple coins are accepted.

Creators Middlemen Consumers

Desired Content

Produced 
Content

Content 
Delivered 
& consumed

Algorithms

Fractioning

What they can afford 
and have time to produce

INFRASTRUCTURE

Brands

Actual 
reach

Today:

Tomorrow:

Bringing Smart Property To Digital Value Creation

Content 
Delivered 
& consumed

Content 
Produced 
& consumed



Meet Starflow
Empowering The Individual In The Influencer & Gig Economy

Our mission is to create, establish and facilitate an open distributed 
ecosystem inviting all participating parties to engage and collaborate in 
the empowerment of man in the new distributed digital economy.
Starflow is re-shaping the influencer economy, by (1) providing an infrastructure that will 
allow creators to control and own their content.(2) Brands to maximize their value 
creation and brand building through the support and collaboration with the empowered 
individual (the influencers). (3) Partners, representatives and other value providers, that 
will increase the efficiency, lower the costs and increase the reach off content produced 
and distributed. Finally, (4) Consumers will personalize and streamline their content from 
their favorite stars and topics in a user friendly and efficient environment. 
Starflow is introducing an infrastructure network on a blockchain, specialized for the 
influencer-brand-follower market. The network will be equipped with an integrated coin 
and a decentralized token for instant microtransactions. The effects will generate great 
network efficiency, cutting out domestic banks and financial institutions, as well as 
enabling international campaigns and projects. Our platform will diminish costs, increase 
reach to both influencers and markets for both brands and their partners.  
The solution will present a measurable audience, offer multiple and superior technology 
in an open source environment to partners, but also, through increased competition, 
drastically cut costs per transaction to benefit the value creators. Middlemen should 
rather make 1% of Shell than 100% of a petrol station. Starflow will become the 
ecosystem and a fully integrated market place for the entire influencer and gig economy.

24

We see our technology platform purely as infrastructure, an ecosystem 
and an enabler for content and content providers to efficiently reach 

their audience. The network facilitates the interactions between value 
creators, brands and partners in a distributed network ledger.
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Unique Offerings
We Are But Infrastructure!

1. StarCoin & ProtoStar is enabling national and international financial 
transactions, cutting out banks and financial institutions - increasing 
efficiency and speed. 

2. Aggregating all content from all relevant content providers and exhibiting 
a superior user experience for followers. 

3. Offering numerous technical abilities and solutions to all involved parties, 
in order to maximize experience, communication, efficiency, cost and 
ease. 

4. Hosting an internal exchange, permitting cooperation and collaboration in 
between all other tokens on the market catering to content management 
and with the common goal of empowering individuals and leveraging the 
ecosystem. 

5. A decentralized, off-chain micropayment system for instant, seamless 
transactions and also enabling a simplified way for people to transform 
fiat to crypto.

Consumers

Creators Brands

Value 
providers

Infrastructure

Today

Consumers
Value 

providers

Brands

Infrastructure

Influencers



Achievements
Our Achievements So Far
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Campaigns 

160+
Brands 

50+
Influencers 

50+
Total reach 

51m+

TALENT
by

 is already THE WORLDS LARGEST talent agency for Generation Z

Before the launch of our platform, we opened up TALENT, a global full-service 
Generation Z talent agency built for a modern digital landscape. TALENT partners with 
brands to drive their business outcomes in collaboration with best-in-class content 
production by millennial content creators.

First version of the app for our consumers, and the web dashboard 
for creators, brands and partners is currently live for beta signup.

www.starflow.com

MVP: 



Achievements
Our Achievements So Far

January 

2015
Starflow AB was 

registered in 
Sweden

February 

2015
First beta of Fan 
app released on 

App Store

May 

2016
Closed USD 

220K in first seed 
round

October 

2016
Reached 60k+ 
users on beta 

app

November 

2016
Closed USD 232K 

in second seed 
round

Our team and advisors have been working on these issues since 
2008, with the mission to bring the power back to the creators 

online. Here’s an overview of our timeline and history.

Our history
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January 

2017
Launched 

StarflowTalent & 
signed creators 
on Musical.ly

February 

2017
StarflowTalent 

became the 
largest agency 
for Musical.ly 

creators

April 

2017
Started working 

on Starflow 
platform 2.0

July 

2017
Closed USD 2.5M 

in third seed 
round

January 

2018
Commencement 
of Starflow Initial 

Coin Offering

Achievements
Our Achievements So Far



For Value Creators
Take Control, Tokenize And Leverage Content Contribution
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The ecosystem allows content producers to gain better control and ownership over their own 
content in a new flexible channel for direct, improved and deepened engagement with their 
fans and followers. Thus creating both new and increased opportunities, improved feedback, 
measurability, control and other forms of value generating functions. 

• All in one place 
Starflow aggregates all digital content and brings it to our ecosystem where value 
creators have full ownership, accessibility and control. Followers will access and see 
all content on the Starflow platform, regardless of where it has been published and it 
will be filtered and searchable. The network will also allow increase control and 
flexibility, enabling new ways to incentivise and new opportunities and features. For 
instance, content producers can choose to communicate with all their followers at 
once, or just to communicate with a select few, segmented by gender, age, area, 
interest or even by importance, level of reach and contribution to create and spread 
content and value. Followers can be ranked by influence, commitment and be 
engaged for tasks and value creation. A creator can also choose to have multiple 
channels of interests and content for improved service, increased relevance and 
segmentation of followers. 

• Increase your incentives 
Starflow puts the creator of value, frictionless and automated, in direct contact with 
brands and companies that are interested in collaborating and participating in the 
value creation. This enables new and endless possibilities for value creation, improved 
content and reach. Individuals, the content producers, will get to keep a significantly 
larger share of the value that productions generates and enabled longevity value on 
produced content. Managers, representatives, producers, promoters and other 
service providers will collaborate in the ecosystem to serve, improve and simplify the 
value creation and consumption. 

• Stronger relations with your followers 
Through the Starflow network the most dedicated and engaged fans and followers 
can be offered exclusive content, either against a fee or free of cost to strengthen the 
relation even further. Creators can also enable fans to participate in affiliate programs, 
competitions or direct sales in order to spread valuables, merchandise or other. 
Thereby an understanding of who are the biggest/best/most influential followers will 
be understood, with whom a relationship for mutual benefit can be established. 

• Statistics and measurement 
The benefit of owning and controlling both the content and the relationship to the 
consumers of your produced valuables enables a transparent measurement tool that 
will create great long-term value in the programming and planning for the future value 
creations.

Learn more

http://www.starflow.com
http://www.starflow.com
http://www.starflow.com


For Value Creators

Epic 1pm EST 
appearance today on the 
#askGaryVee show - 
make sure u are ready .. 
big time guest

Gary Vaynerchuk
Twitter · 8m ago

Creators can use StarCoins for larger 
collaborations and campaigns with value 
providers and brands. StarCoins can be 

exchanged to other crypto-currencies or fiat.
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Take Control, Tokenize And Leverage Content Contribution

Use StarCoins for collaboration 
and campaigns with value 

providers and brands 

Use ProtoStars for content 
monetization and other 
platform related sales

Creators can use ProtoStars for content 
monetization for instant payments. Once 

they’ve collected a bunch of ProtoStars, they 
can be exchanged to StarCoins and then to fiat.
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For Brands
Tell Your Story, Strengthen Your Brand & Collaborate With Value Creators

Brands will get increased control, measurability, reach and a more flexible briefing process. 
The network opens up for efficient and relevant content that will generate greater value. This 
will allow more transparent measurement and a campaign follow-up management system 
with increased control and efficiency. Campaigns can be managed and customized through 
hundreds of different KPIs that will ensure the best possible ROI. 

• Efficiency 
Starflow is a unique platform for brands who wants to reach their target groups 
through efficient influencer collaboration. 

• From brief to campaign 
Starflow does not only put brands in direct contact with all the right creators, but also 
offers a complete solution to find new, upcoming or unreached creators. Brands can 
create campaigns, drive traffic, clicks or likes and engagement through entertaining 
content. 

• Total transparency 
Everything starts with a brief. Next brands choose which creators they want to work 
with and to be part of the campaign. Throughout the whole process brands stay in 
control and get to create relevant and efficient content together with the creators 
who decides with which campaign to join. After each campaign brands will get a 
detailed report, covering reach, engagement, total cost, cost per influencers etc. 

• Direct contact gives better control 
All communication is conducted directly with influencers or their representatives, 
which not only increases control and relevance in the platform, but also cuts out 
unnecessary middle-men, increases quality and amount of content and efficiency 
among existing partners in the ecosystem.

Campaign & Advertising 
Smart Contract Module
Smart contracts builder for brands 
will allow: 

• Brands to use CPA model (paying 
for desired actions and results, 
verified by the system) 

• All parties to trust each other (the 
payment will happen if the 
advertising really brought actions, 
not bots) 

• Simplify negotiations and lower 
transaction costs.

Brands Relations Module
Consumers and fans can earn 
rewards for their work as promoters. 
Promoters look for potential 
advertisers for the young talent 
around the world, submit 
applications, help negotiate the 
terms of the deals. The rewards are 
paid in STAR tokens.



For Brands
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Brands will use StarCoin as a payment method to 
participate and collaborate in innovative influencer 

campaigns, and thereby utilize the power of content 
creators to strengthen their brands.

Use StarCoin for influencer 
marketing campaigns 

Strengthen Your Brand & Collaborate With Value Creators



For Value & Service Providers
Partners, Representatives, Managers & Other
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Today, on one hand, the promoters, managers, service providers and other middlemen are 
making huge profits, ranging from 20 to 80% of total value creation. This is due to the facts 
that; 

1) The value created in the communication process between creators and their value 
consuming followers is conducted on malfunctioning platforms where the process is 
manipulated, disturbed and controlled. 

2) Middlemen are small, fragmented and under financed which is contradictory but true, as 
barriers to entry are high, and thereby resulting in leaving the creators with poor, 
unsatisfying infrastructure and service. They need a supporting and superior 
infrastructure to find their place in the ecosystem. 

Further, the middlemen´s limited resources and dependance on poor infrastructure 
complicates their scalability, which in its turn gives them a position on the market as gate 
keepers. As gate keepers, they prohibit new value creators to enter the market as a whole, or 
to be fully deprived of their rightful share of the value they have created. 

Starflow will make investments that the value providers cannot afford. We will invest and 
motivate open-source developers with StarCoins to build and create the ecosystem, so that 
not only the content and value creators will be empowered and fully incentivised, but also all 
the brands and all collaborating value providers. The 360 platform will cater to all content 
production facilities and to the entire communication process in-between all parties. 
Accessibility to brands and value providers on the network will open up to a larger reach, 
where followers will indulge in a superior user experience for the value consumption. 

All value and service providers are invited to participate and integrate in the network, as are 
all contributing platform- and services providers committed to the empowerment of the 
creative and talented in their value creation. This will, not only enable the value provider to 
scale substantially as they can leverage on free technology infrastructure, but also enabling 
numerous new entrants in the market through the lowering of barriers to entrance. Increased 
competition will, in benefit of the value creator, drive the value provider profits down 
considerably but at the same time multiply the volume and total market size. It’s better to 
have 1% of shell then 100% of a petrol station. 

• Scalability 
Starflow is a unique, open platform where eventually all brands, directly or indirectly, 
on all markets in all countries will be reached. Global target groups will be reachable 
for efficient influencer collaboration. 

• Services 
Starflow enables full accessibility off all content from all platforms and all services to 
produce excessive, prime or exclusive content. Full communication control and 
ownership of relationship management to all value creators and their followers. 
All tools for full analytics and KPI generation will be built.



For Consumers
The Central Hub For Your Favorite Interests

Fuel your passions
Starflow is the one place for 
everything you love.
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For Consumers
The Central Hub For Your Favorite Interests

Your favorites
Choose any content creator and 

topic you want to follow. 
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For Consumers
The Central Hub For Your Favorite Interests

Epic 1pm EST 
appearance today on the 
#askGaryVee show - 
make sure u are ready .. 
big time guest

Gary Vaynerchuk
Twitter · 8m ago

Discover a world of content
Watch videos & Vlogs, browse and read 

interesting blog posts and listen to songs 
and podcasts. All in one place.
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For Consumers
The Central Hub For Your Favorite Interests

Epic 1pm EST 
appearance today on the 
#askGaryVee show - 
make sure u are ready .. 
big time guest

Gary Vaynerchuk
Twitter · 8m ago

Use ProtoStars to access 
premium content

Consumers can use ProtoStars to buy and access premium 
content, merchandise and other fan experiences on Starflow. 

They will also be able to earn ProtoStars by engaging and 
collaborating in the value creation process.
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Coin Circulation
Circulation between Brands, Creators, Value Providers & Consumers

38

While cooperating with some of the biggest brands in the world, Starflow has been 
dependent on long payment cycles. Hence, payment to creators for completed integrated 
campaigns can take anywhere from 30-60 days to settle. National borders, multiple layers of 
banks and financial institutions and other obstacles make it difficult, extremely expensive 
and/or even impossible to run international campaigns or for value creators. They are 
deprived from benefiting from the actual opportunities in the global reach of the internet. By 
introducing StarCoin not only will we eliminate time hurdles and making them more or less 
instant, but we would also cut several layers of financial middlemen and enable international 
campaigns without banks, exclude the hassle of multiple currencies and eliminate remittance 
problems and costs. Immediate effects are increased competition lowering costs and barriers 
to entry for value creators and at the same time enabling incentives. The market will expand 
dramatically on all sides. More value creation, more collaboration, more integrated 
communication together with participating brands and more efficient and better value and 
service providers and partners . Ultimately, more, better, more precise and more accessible 
content for consumers. Because of the regional limitations, until now Starflow has been 
unable to reach and to cooperate with thousands of potential influencers and brands around 
the world. With our network, we want to reduce or eliminate these limitations and borders 
and provide a boundless token for all industry participants globally. This will ultimately have 
enormous implications and enable endless value creation as individuals get empowered and 
incentivised to create more, better and more targeted value to consumers. It will allow 
creators in more nisched interests and in more countries around the world to cooperate with 
international brands through the Starflow platform. As for now, Starflow and StarflowTalent 
has had to collect a lot of personal information from creators such as address, bank account 
numbers, etc. to settle payments. It has often been seen as an inconvenience for the creators 
who care about their privacy and the demand of fast payments. StarCoins will fertilize the 
whole ecosystem of the influencer and GIG economy and the coin will be used, implemented 
and integrated on all layers of the value creation. Our open network, leveraging on the 
benefits of a distributed ledger, inviting all to engage and participate and collaborate in the 
empowerment of man, will become one of the most important coins in the world. Ultimately 
leveraging on whatever software that will be sustainable.

ConsumersCreators

BrandsValue 
providers

StarCoin 
& 

Network



Starflow ICO
Join the Starflow Initial Coin Offering
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What is an ICO? 
An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is an event in which a new cryptocurrency project sells part 
of its cryptocurrency tokens to early adopters and enthusiasts in exchange for funding. 
For the party offering the tokens for sale, this has become a well-documented and well-
respected way to raise funds to upscale an existing product or service. 

The sale by the Distributor of StarCoins in connection with an Initial Coin Offering (the 
“Starflow Initial Coin Offering”) to you as a purchaser thereof, will be subject to and 
governed by the T&Cs - which is a separate document setting out the terms and 
conditions of the agreement as between the Distributor and you in relation to the 
Starflow Initial Coin Offering. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and 
this White Paper, the former shall prevail. 

The Distributor will be an affiliate of Starflow, and will deploy all proceeds of sale of 
StarCoins in connection with the Starflow Initial Coin Offering to fund Starflow’s 
platform, team, businesses and operations. Unless the context requires otherwise, 
references to “we” or “us” in connection with the Starflow Initial Coin Offering shall be 
construed as references to the Distributor. Sometime after the token sale ends, StarCoins 
will be introduced on exchanges for trading. 

Why an ICO? 
Even though Starflow is approaching initial launch of the app and web dashboards, the 
leap forward with integration of the StarCoin & ProtoStar in the ecosystem and as a 
payment method is anticipated to be more than just a straight-line progression. Bringing 
developers, marketing personnel, a legal team, designers and many other talented 
people on board will require additional funds. Offering an ICO instead of a traditional 
venture capital round enables the community to participate in Starflow’s success story, 
rather than limiting it to a small, selected number of traditional venture capital funds. It 
will function as a utility token, strengthening relationships in between all participants and 
ensuring long term activities on the platform. It will also ensure that Starflow will be 
valued and appreciated based on our own performance rather than that of others. It will 
keep us on our toes. An ICO is fast, transparent and efficient for exactly this purpose.

The Starflow ICO Pre-Sale will begin on: 

March 5 2018 
9 A.M. CET 

Official Website 
www.starflow.com/ico

Go to FAQ page

http://www.starflow.com/ico
http://help.starflow.com/ico-faqs
http://help.starflow.com/ico-faqs
http://help.starflow.com/ico-faqs


STAR Token
Join the Starflow Initial Coin Offering
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The STAR Token 
The STAR Token itself is one such program that will be uploaded onto the Ethereum 
blockchain (called a "D-app" for "Distributed Application"). As the blockchain is public, 
the code for the STAR Token is available for inspection by the general public. The rules of 
the STAR Token are hard-coded into the Ethereum blockchain at deployment, and 
thereafter unchangeable. The life of the STAR Token is the same as the life of the 
Ethereum blockchain, which in theory, is the same as the existence of the network itself. 
The STAR Token code provides for, among other things, the following basic functions: 

• The creation of a fixed supply of StarCoins (no more StarCoins will be issued after 
creation). 

• Records the transfer of StarCoin from one account holder to another 

• Announces the transfers of StarCoin so that third-party clients (such as wallets and 
exchanges) can publicly access data on transfers (this is essential so that the latest 
wallets can be used to access current balances) 

• Records the current balance of StarCoin in each account 

Technological Improvements 
It is recognized that today's distributed ledger technology is undergoing rapid 
development, and it is foreseeable that any number of competing blockchain protocols 
to Ethereum may, in the future, offer StarCoin a more efficient protocol to operate. It is 
the role of the Distributor to monitor DLT developments, and to propose changes to the 
StarCoin program in order to ensure that StarCoin functions on the most efficient and 
scalable protocol. While Ethereum is the primary technological choice for StarCoin 
today, the Distributor is, in principle, "technologically agnostic" and may transfer 
circulation of some, or all, of the StarCoins onto improved networks in the future. In such 
case, holders of StarCoin on legacy networks will be eligible to swap their tokens for 
StarCoins that may be circulating on newer protocols. The Distributor will manage such 
exchange programs.

Name StarCoin

Ticker STAR

Total Initial Supply 400 000 000 STAR

Available in ICO 200 000 000 STAR (50% of total ICO supply)

Price 1 ETH = 3500 StarCoin
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Total ICO supply is 400,000,000 STAR Tokens. 50% will be sold during ICO and these 
funds will be collected by Starflow in ETH. Starflow intends to allocate the initial supply 
of STAR tokens as follows: 

- 50% of those will be sold during the ICO and these funds will be retained by Starflow 
to develop and build the Starflow platform further with more specification under the 
“Funds Distribution” budget. 

- 25% of those will be retained by Starflow for the rewards program. 

- 12.5% of those will be distributed to the team of Starflow. 

- 12.5% of those will be distributed to the advisors of Starflow.

Total Initial Supply 

400,000,000 STAR

ICO 

50%
Advisors 

12.5%
Team 

12.5%
Rewards 
Program 

25%

Additional 600,000,000 Tokens will be generated during 5 
years starting from July 1 2018, for the User Growth Fund 
when/as engagement in the Starflow network grows. This 

will be controlled by a dApp.

Learn more about the User Growth Fund on the next page !
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• A 600 million token endowment fund is allocated for new adopters (creators) of the 
StarCoin at maximum up to 1000 ProtoStars/follower. 

• StarCoins received as a reward from the user growth fund can only be used within the 
Starflow ecosystem for changing towards ProtoStars. 

• ProtoStars received as a reward can only be used within the Starflow ecosystem for 
value added services, such as premium and exclusive content. 

• ProtoStars has a exchange rate of 1000/1 StarCoins. StarCoins derived from ProtoStars 
from the UGF will be hold in escrow for a minimum period of 6 months or when next 
milestones and thresholds are reached in the growth model. 

• Unused StarCoins / ProtoStars after 6 months will be sent back to the user growth 
fund which can then be used for new users. 

• No new tokens will be created once the user growth pool is exhausted.

In order to scale the ecosystem, Starflow relies on an incentive structure that’s 
sustainable over time and affects all users in the ecosystem. The combination between 
incentives and the inflation model together with the natural depreciation through 
speculation will create a strong development in the underlying currency. User growth 
fund is used to incentivize users to participate in the Starflow ecosystem and to create 
fast networks effects by scaling the user adaption in the system. Ecosystems based on 
networks effects growth models are superior to other models according to Metcalfe law 
and Coarse theorem. To ensure sustainably growth and stability in the Starflow monetary 
system these effects are combined with a time driven inflation model where the system 
incentives user adoption, less per new user over time, which will create a sustainable 
growth model and thereby faster reach critical mass.

Why will you generate additional 600M tokens for the 
User Growth Fund?

Structure
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How & When Will Tokens In User Growth Fund Be Distributed?

Distribution Model over time of 60M STAR for the 

User Growth Fund

0
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<– 5 year distribution period –>2018 2023

0M STAR /month

1M STAR /month

2M STAR /month

Our plan is to distribute tokens in the User Growth fund over a 5 year period.
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Base Model 

(a * b) / (c * d) = e
• a = engagement volume on one social media 

platform (engagement rate * followers) 

• b = amount of USD one follower should 
receive in ProtoStars for signing up with code 

• c = the current value of 1 STAR in USD 

• d = a factor starting at 0.2 and increasing 
with 0.2 every month, ending at 12 in 2023 

• e = the number of StarCoins the creator will 
receive for promotion of Starflow

Early adopter incentive explanation of the 

Factor Number

0
25
50
75

100

<– 60 month distribution period –>2018 2023

The factor number in our distribution model is starting at 0.2 and will increase by 0.2 
every month. This means that the StarCoin reward and incentive for promoting the 
Starflow platform will be much higher for early adopters/creators. The earlier you 
join and the higher engagement rate you have, the more StarCoins you will earn.

Example 

(200 * 1.5) / (3 * 0.2) ≈ 8.3
• 200 = engagement volume on one social 

media platform (engagement rate * followers) 

• 1.5 = amount of USD one follower should 
receive in ProtoStars for signing up with code 

• 3 = the current value of 1 STAR in USD 

• 0.2 = a factor starting at 0.2 and increasing 
with 0.2 every month, ending at 12 in 2023 

• 8.3 = the number of StarCoins the creator will 
receive for promotion of Starflow

This distribution model is an example and it is subject to change. Starflow reserves the right to modify and 
make updates to this distribution model any given time during or after the token distribution event.

0.2

6

12
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The Starflow economical ecosystem relies on the value of virtual currencies based on 
these major factors: 

• The utility of the virtual currency to make payments 
• To assure the utility of the token in the system Starflow will implement the off-chain 

system of ProtoStars and thereby maximize utility and minimize transaction time. 

• The underlying growth in the sector, influencer economy 
• Price for content and service will continue to grow when other marketing channels will 

stall in their growth models, Buyers will look to more effective marketing models ie the 
Influencer market. 

• The elements that drive user adoption and merchant acceptance of a virtual 
currency. 

• Starflow will incentivize Brands, acting as buyers in the system, to buy StarCoins on 
the open market, by offering them a discount model when buying content on the 
platform in the Starflow currency and hereby create a demand side to the economy. 

• The ability and mechanisms of creating forward-looking speculators to regulate 
the supply of virtual currency 

• Starflow will put a lock-up mechanism to StarCoins generated from UGF to 6 months. 
This will ensure a lower supply than demand through out the UGF period. 

• There will be a commission rate in exchanging StarCoins to Fiat. 

• The exchange rate for StarCoins is proportional to the volume of services purchased 
and inversely proportional to the currency not used in transactions for the time period 
t. 

The mechanisms above encapsulate the insight that a lack of money in circulation will 
raise the exchange rate when the demand exceeds the liquid supply. As StarCoin 
transactions increase, the exchange rate becomes dominated by the transactions rather 
than speculation on the future expectations of utility. This dynamic has been observed in 
maturing virtual currencies as well as various other in-house token systems. While 
models are imprecise, these models argues for long term price stability in a token 
mediated economy.
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Traditional macroeconomics has a simple equation to try to value 
this kind of medium of exchange: 

MV = PT
• M is the total money supply; that is, the total number of coins 

• V is the “velocity of money”; that is, the number of times that an average 
coin changes hands every day 

• P is the “price level”. This is the price of goods and services in terms of 
the token; so it is actually the inverse of the currency’s price 

• T is the transaction volume: the economic value of transactions per day

If we introduce the conjugate H as 1/V , the time that a user holds a coin 
before using it to make a transaction and C as 1/P , the price of the 

currency (think C = cost). Then the equation becomes: 

MC = TH
• MC = simply the market cap. 

• TH = the economic value transacted per day, multiplied by the amount of 
time that a user holds a coin before using it to transact.

Important: the market cap of StarCoin depends crucially on the holding time H or Hodl-
time. The risk with this is if the exchange mechanisms are too efficient there are no 
reasons to HODL. We introduce cash out fees to introduce some friction and a 
disincentive. If developers want to front-load revenue to fund initial development, then 
they can sell a token, with the property that all fees paid are used to buy back some of 
the token and burn it; this would make the token backed by the future expected value 
of upcoming fees spent inside the system. One can transform this design into a more 
direct utility token by requiring users to use the utility token to pay fees, and having the 
interface use an exchange to automatically purchase tokens if the user does not have 
tokens already. 

The most important hodlers would be the brands. Based on a positive market outlook it 
would make sense for the marketing departments to hedge and buy StarCoin for a good 
chunk of their budgets in advance. Since campaigns will always be priced in FIAT but 
sold for StarCoins they can eventually expect to pay less StarCoin once they launch 
their campaigns. The same goes for platform content targeted at consumers, it would 
also be priced in FIAT and thus deflationary in StarCoin.
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Phase: 

Pre-Sale
Our Pre-Sale will begin on the 5th of March 2018 and will run until the hard cap is 
reached. 60,328,760 STAR Tokens will be available during the Pre-Sale.

Total initial supply 400 000 000 STAR

Pre-Sale Hard Cap 63 287 600 STAR

Pre-Sale value 1 ETH = 4900 STAR (40% bonus)

Minimum transaction amount 0.5 ETH

Pre-Sale period Start: 09:00 am CET, March 5, 2018 
End: When hard cap is reached

Token distribution Smart contract will distribute tokens 
instantly after successful transfer of ETH

KYC required? Yes

Breakdown Of StarCoin ICO Distribution
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Phase: 

Public Sale
Our Public Sale will begin on once Pre-Sale hard cap is reached and will run until the 
hard cap is reached. 120,285,240 STAR Tokens will be available during the Public Sale.

Rates during Public Sale

Week 1    1 ETH      =   4200 STAR (20% bonus) 
Week 2   1 ETH      =   4025 STAR (15% bonus) 
Week 3   1 ETH      =   3850 STAR (10% bonus) 
Week 4   1 ETH      =   3500 STAR (0% bonus)

Public Sale Hard Cap 122 852 400 STAR

Minimum transaction amount 0.5 ETH

Public Sale period
Start: When Pre-Sale hard cap is reached 
End: When hard cap is reached

Token distribution
Smart contract will distribute tokens instantly after 
successful transfer of ETH

KYC required? Yes

If the soft cap (minimum goal) is not met, ETH can be reclaimed via the smart contract.

Soft Cap 

16M STAR
Hard Cap 

200M STAR

Total ICO Target:
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Pre-Sale (March. 5): 1 ETH = 4900 STAR (40% bonus)

Our Public Sale will have an ongoing bonus 
structure for the entire distribution period:

Contributing Instructions
There are strict rules and precautions to follow while participating in the ICO. 

1. First, register an account on ico.starflow.com. 

2. Go through KYC steps and get verified. 

3. Deposit ETH from your personal Ethereum wallet (such as MyCrypto.com, 
Metamask, MyEtherWallet, Parity, Mist or Ledger) to the ETH address provided in 
the Starflow Wallet. 

4. Decide on the amount of ETH you would like to buy StarCoins with and accept the 
token sale agreement. 

5. When your ETH is successfully transferred to the provided address in the Starflow 
Wallet, you will be able to purchase StarCoins with your ETH balance. The smart 
contract will automatically send the tokens to your address and wallet as soon as 
your ETH is successfully transferred to Starflow.

Week 1 

20% 
(1 ETH = 4200 STAR)

Week 2 

15% 
(1 ETH = 4025 STAR)

Week 3 

10% 
(1 ETH = 3850 STAR)

Our Pre-Sale will have a fixed bonus at 40%:

Week 4 

0% 
(1 ETH = 3500 STAR)

http://www.starflow.com/ico
http://www.starflow.com/ico
http://www.starflow.com/ico
http://www.starflow.com/ico
http://ico.starflow.com
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Received funds 
All payments received for STAR in the token sale will be held in a multi-signature 
address, with a multi-key structure. Keys of this multi-signature account will stay with the 
Distributor/Starflow Technology Pte. Ltd. Two keys will be held by members of the 
management team. 

Funds Target Distribution 
The pie chart below illustrates how such funds that are retained by the Distributor after 
the conclusion of the Starflow Initial Coin Offering will be allocated. Starflow reserve the 
right to modify the funds target distribution budget.

• Engineering: The largest portion of our funds will go towards integrating and building 
StarCoin, ProtoStar, Smart Contracts and further develop the Starflow network + 
infrastructure & maintaining costs. 

• Marketing: Starflow will continue to run its marketing efforts on a very lean, cost-efficient 
basis and keep user acquisition costs one of the lowest in the industry. 

• Legal: In everything that we do and will do, we always want to be sure that we follow the 
rules and regulations. That’s why we’re spending a big portion on legal to ensure we, and our 
share- & token holders are on the right side. 

• Admin & operations: Being in the blockchain ecosystem and adhering to the highest 
standards, there are some operational costs associated with accounting and administrative 
overheads to take care of the business processes needed for a growing international 
business.

10 %

15 %

30 %

45 %

Engineering (45%)
Marketing (30%)
Legal (15%)
Admin (10%)

5 %

10 %

20 %

65 %

Engineering (65%)
Marketing (20%)
Legal (10%)
Admin (5%)

Soft cap reached: Hard cap reached:
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Founder & Chief Executive Officer 

David Gabor
Despite his age, David has more than 8 years of experience 
from entrepreneurship within design and development of 
disruptive digital products. At Starflow, David uses his past 
experience and UX/UI design and development skills to lead 
the visionary work alongside with the product development 
that brings the visions to life.

Early Backer & Advisor 

Johan Staël von Holstein
Johan is a notorious serial entrepreneur who has spent 20+ 
years challenging the status quo of numerous industries 
through digital innovation. At Starflow Johan is working with 
David by mentoring him and sharing his experience and 
network, helping to pave way for Starflow to become a true 
industry leader and success story.

Chief Product Officer 

Leonard Pauli
Leonard has been developing apps and web services for 
almost a decade, including several previous projects 
alongside David Gabor. At Starflow, Leonard is leading the 
development team, setting up the tech plan and ensuring that 
all parts, from design to architecture and back-end, comes 
together as one platform.

Technical Advisor 

Johan Sellström
Johan is a highly experienced developer and architect with a 
number of successful ventures in his portfolio. From previous 
engagements, he’s built an impressive network ranging from 
tech to BD. At Starflow, Johan provides innovative ideas and 
knowledge through tech, leaning on agile best practices from 
several blockchain projects since 2014.
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Chief Operating Officer 

Ludvig Eriksson
For almost a decade Ludvig has been an integral part of 
building successful companies in the finance sector from 
scratch. At Starflow, Ludvig is using his skill set to ensure that 
Starflow’s great visions are transformed into action, by 
focusing on running the organization as effectively and 
qualitative as possible.

Content Manager 

Oskar Sahlin
Oskar comes from the production industry, where he 
successfully has managed his own company specialized in 
live-action films and video. At Starflow, Oskar is in charge of 
all content production ensuring a constant stream of great 
content that will generate interest for Starflow, show 
legitimacy and build the brand.

Influencer Manager 

August Hernmarck
Before joining Starflow, August has spent the last 5 years 
working as the manager for PewDiePie, being part of creating 
a fantastic success story in “Influencer Marketing”. At 
Starflow, August is the manager for all Starflows influencers 
under TALENT, working to find and set up suitable sponsor- 
and business opportunities for Starflows clients.

Key Account Manager 

Hugo LePrince
Hugo has a solid entrepreneurial background, spanning over 
creative advertising for companies wanting to build brand 
value in a social and digital world, as well as within HR 
services. At Starflow, Hugo creates smart campaign 
strategies to help brands maximize their influencer marketing 
investments and introduce brands to the right influencers.
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Full-Stack Developer 

Valeria Viana Gusmao
Valeria comes with more than 9 years of experience from full-
stack web development, working with high-load platforms 
handling millions unique visitors a month. At Starflow, Valeria 
is making sure that high quality code will form the base of 
Starflow’s network, focusing mostly on making the user 
interface as friendly and intuitive as possible.

Lead Architect 

Maria Verbenko
Maria has 4+ years of experience working as a full-stack 
developer. She’s been successfully leading teams as a scrum 
master and product owner both in Ukraine and Sweden. At 
Starflow, Maria is helping with establishing processes, 
planning and architecture, and making sure that the team is 
working effectively towards the visions.

Marketing Advisor 

Johan Eriksson
With more than 20 years of experience, Johan is a full-stack 
marketing strategist and Blockchain promoter. At Starflow, 
Johan is engaging all the brilliant talent and energy that his 
co-workers possesses with old fashioned engineering and 
structure. Bringing change to how value is created, perceived 
and distributed.

Full-Stack Developer 

Maksim Ivanov
Maksim has an impressive background in setting up 
processes that allow for delivering features with consistent 
pace and confidence in quality. At Starflow, Maksim is 
creating a tech environment that will allow newcomers to 
dive in and start contributing fast, without risk of introducing 
regressions, which will help avoid a lot of growth pains.
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UX/UI Designer 

Ludwig Holm
Ludwig is an experienced digital designer with many 
recognised design projects in his portfolio, including 
companies such as Hyper Island, Stop LA, Garbergs and 
Oriflame. At Starflow, Ludwig is creating user interface 
design and experience with innovative and modern design, 
alongside with focus on creative features and solutions.

Front-End Developer 

Vladimir Gorshunov
Vladimir has extensive experience from leading complex 
front-end projects for universities and interal admin panels. 
Furthermore, Vladimir has also been working on mobile and 
web apps for restaurants. At Starflow, Vladimir is working 
continually on improving front-end UX and UI alongside 
developing the mobile- and web app and back-end.

Back-End Developer 

Igor Belo
Igor joins Starflow from anewmission.org which is a social 
collaboration platform where he was responsible for 
managing company’s databases, servers and APIs. Prior to 
that, he has spent 5 years at Wine.com.br, where he built 
internal systems to improve people’s workflow and an e-
commerce solution focused on B2B sales.

Advisors on next page !
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Advisor 

Fredrik Wester
Fredrik is the CEO and President of Paradox Interactive. Since 
2003, he has built Paradox from a 7 man studio to an 
international Publisher with over 175 employees and another 
10 partner companies (200 people) making games for them. 
On May 31, 2016, trading in Paradox Interactive commenced 
on Nasdaq First North. The initial price offering was 3.96 USD 
valuing the company at 420 million USD.

Advisor 

Eliot Robinson
Orginially from Sweden, Eliot started his first social account 
in 2013 when he was high school. He has since grown his 
network to over 10M+ followers across all social platforms, 
generating over 200M monthly impressions. The accounts 
are followed by celebrities such as LeBron James, P Diddy, 
Drake, etc. Eliot joined Gary Vaynerchuk at VaynerMedia, as 
the youngest employee of one of the fastest growing digital 
agencies of all time.

Advisor 

Anders Larsson
Anders has worked for two decades in 10 countries with 
Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC), creating the ecosystems of 2G, 
3G, 4G, 5G, IoT with 7.8 billion mobile subscriptions today. 
Anders is committed to taking Crypto to the same scale as 
telecom. allcoinWiki co-founder, voted Top 5 Blockchain 
Advisor worldwide, Anders holds his own patents and loves 
to code.

Advisor 

Joakim Holmér
When Joakim completed the impossible delivery of a 500 
team member strong project to AT&T, he gave a T-shirt to 
everyone that read: “Everything is Possible”. This is Joakim. 
Two decades with Ericsson Group (NASDAQ: ERIC) in 
technical leadership positions in 8 countries. Mobile App 
start- ups, RedHat, SAP and Cisco. Kitesurfer. allcoinWiki 
co-founder.

More to come…



Risk Disclosures for the White Paper
Please carefully read and evaluate the risks that Starflow describes below.

The realisation of any one or more of the risks described in this White Paper, or other 
risks whether unforeseen or unforeseeable, could significantly reduce or eliminate the 
utility or value of StarCoins and, if you participate in the proposed Token Sale or 
otherwise purchase StarCoins, you could lose the entire amount you pay for StarCoins. 
Starflow does not represent that this White Paper discloses all risks and other significant 
aspects of the Token Sale, including risks which may be personal to you and thus 
unknown to Starflow. 

If you do not fully understand or are not comfortable with any of the risks described in 
this White Paper you should consult your legal, commercial, financial, tax or other 
professional advisers; otherwise, you should not participate in the Token Sale. 

Immaturity Of The Ethereum Technology 
The Ethereum blockchain is at an early stage of development and it is not fully known 
whether the Ethereum blockchain will be able to sustain long-term operation of large-
scale D-apps such as the StarCoin. As recently as June 2017, the Ethereum blockchain 
experienced significant delays in processing block transactions due to extremely high 
volumes associated with similar token sales around that time. It is not certain whether 
the Ethereum development community will resolve these technical issues in the future. 

Unknown Impact Of Proposed Changes To Ethereum 
The Ethereum Foundation has laid out a roadmap for the improvement and development 
of Ethereum. While some of the future proposals offer promises to known technical 
issues, it is uncertain when these new improvements will be introduced, and whether 
they will be successful. In particular, proposals to "shard" the blockchain in order to 
greatly increase blockchain speeds is, at the time of publication, far away from 
implementation. A proposal to change the mining process from the current Proof-of-
Work algorithm to a Proof-of-Stake algorithm will have a yet to be seen impact for the 
Ethereum network. 

Prohibitively High Gas Prices For Transactions 
All transactions over the Ethereum blockchain, including the transfer of StarCoins have a 
real- world cost in ETH ("Gas"). While at this point in time, Gas prices for basic 
transactions over the Ethereum network are nominal, there is no certainty that Gas 
prices will not increase, and thereby make the trading of StarCoin over the Ethereum 
network commercially unfeasible. In addition, high volumes could lead to very high Gas 
prices for processing transactions, which made using the blockchain prohibitively 
expensive.
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Risk Disclosures for the White Paper
Please carefully read and evaluate the risks that Starflow describes below.

Competition 
Utilizing blockchain technology to disrupt the consumer marketing industry has been 
proposed as one of the earliest use cases for distributed ledger technology. 
Consequently, as of the time of publication of this White Paper, there are a number of 
other consumer marketing companies that compete directly or indirectly with the 
Starflow platform. It is not known which company will prevail in the competition for 
consumer, creator and brand adoption. It is also not known how many other blockchain 
consumer companies will enter the market prior to, or during the token sale. 

Business Execution Risks 
The implementation of the Starflow platform roadmap and deployment of its related 
technological components requires a high degree of professional business and software 
engineering experience. While the developers have a proven track-record of software 
engineering and business development, it is not certain whether the developers can fully 
deliver on the technical milestones set forth in the roadmap. 

Changes to the Starflow platform 
The modules for the Starflow platform are under development and may undergo 
significant changes over time. Although Starflow intends for the Starflow platform to 
have the features and specifications set forth in this White Paper, Starflow may make 
changes to such features and specifications for any number of reasons. 

Project Completion 
The development of the Starflow platform may be abandoned for a number of reasons, 
including, but not limited to, lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of 
commercial success or prospects, or departure of key personnel. 

Ability to Transact or Resell 
You may be unable to sell or otherwise transact in StarCoins at any time, or for the price 
you paid. By using the ERC20 Starflow token contract (the "Smart Token Contract") or 
the Smart Sales Contract (collectively, the "Smart Contracts") or by purchasing 
StarCoins, you acknowledge, understand and agree that: (a) StarCoins may have no 
value; (b) there is no guarantee or representation of liquidity for the StarCoins; and (c) 
Starflow and its affiliates are not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the market 
value of StarCoins, the transferability and/or liquidity of StarCoins and/or the availability 
of any market for StarCoins through third parties or otherwise.
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Risk Disclosures for the White Paper
Please carefully read and evaluate the risks that Starflow describes below.

Ethereum May be Superseded 
While today, in our view, the Ethereum blockchain technology presents the most 
promising advances in blockchain technology, there is no guarantee that Ethereum will 
not be supplanted by competing protocols that improve upon the Ethereum technology. 
The Ethereum technology is open-source, meaning that anyone can copy and 
disseminate the same code with modifications. It is not known whether the Ethereum 
platform will become the predominant protocol adopted by global industry. If Ethereum 
is surpassed or superseded, then this could impact the StarCoin program as usage and 
adoption declines. 

Blockchain Risk 
On the Ethereum blockchain, timing of block production is determined by proof of work 
so block production can occur at random times. You acknowledge and understand that 
the Ethereum blockchain may not include your transaction at the time you expect and 
you may not receive StarCoins the same day you send ETH. The Ethereum blockchain is 
prone to periodic congestion during which transactions can be delayed or lost. You 
acknowledge and understand that Ethereum block producers may not include your 
transaction when you want or your transaction may not be included at all. Individuals 
may also intentionally spam the Ethereum network in an attempt to gain an advantage in 
purchasing cryptographic tokens. 

Risk Of Theft Or Misuse Of Private Keys 
The control of the StarCoin source code resides with the STAR Foundation which holds 
the requisite private keys in cold storage. While all reasonable measures may be 
implemented to prevent unauthorized use of the private keys, there is no certainty that 
the private keys will not be subject to theft, fraud or misuse. The unauthorized use of the 
private keys could result in significant disruption to the StarCoin, and in a worst-case 
scenario, cause the StarCoin to be unusable or worthless. 

New Technology 
The Starflow platform and all of the matters set forth in this White Paper are new and 
untested. The Starflow platform might not be capable of completion, implementation or 
adoption according to the development roadmap laid out in this White Paper. Even if the 
Starflow platform is completed, implemented and adopted, it might not function as 
intended, and any tokens associated with the Starflow platform may not have 
functionality that is desirable or valuable. Also, technology is changing rapidly, so the 
StarCoins and any tokens transferable on the Starflow platform may become outdated. 

Unknown Adoption Rates 
Mass consumer adoption of blockchain technology has not yet occurred. Only a very 
small percentage of the consumers of incentive programs are familiar with blockchain 
technology, let alone Ethereum. Consumers may opt not to use StarCoins which would 
impact the attractiveness of using the StarCoin as payment method inside the Starflow 
platform.
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Risk Disclosures for the White Paper
Please carefully read and evaluate the risks that Starflow describes below.

Competition 
Utilizing blockchain technology to disrupt the consumer marketing industry has been 
proposed as one of the earliest use cases for distributed ledger technology. 
Consequently, as of the time of publication of this White Paper, there are a number of 
other consumer marketing companies that compete directly or indirectly with the 
Starflow platform. It is not known which company will prevail in the competition for 
consumer, creator and brand adoption. It is also not known how many other blockchain 
consumer companies will enter the market prior to, or during the token sale. 

Business Execution Risks 
The implementation of the Starflow platform roadmap and deployment of its related 
technological components requires a high degree of professional business and software 
engineering experience. While the developers have a proven track-record of software 
engineering and business development, it is not certain whether the developers can fully 
deliver on the technical milestones set forth in the roadmap. 

Changes to the Starflow platform 
The modules for the Starflow platform are under development and may undergo 
significant changes over time. Although Starflow intends for the Starflow platform to 
have the features and specifications set forth in this White Paper, Starflow may make 
changes to such features and specifications for any number of reasons. 

Project Completion 
The development of the Starflow platform may be abandoned for a number of reasons, 
including, but not limited to, lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of 
commercial success or prospects, or departure of key personnel. 

Ability to Transact or Resell 
You may be unable to sell or otherwise transact in StarCoins at any time, or for the price 
you paid. By using the ERC20 Starflow token contract (the "Smart Token Contract") or 
the Smart Sales Contract (collectively, the "Smart Contracts") or by purchasing 
StarCoins, you acknowledge, understand and agree that: (a) StarCoins may have no 
value; (b) there is no guarantee or representation of liquidity for the StarCoins; and (c) 
Starflow and its affiliates are not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the market 
value of StarCoins, the transferability and/or liquidity of StarCoins and/or the availability 
of any market for StarCoins through third parties or otherwise.
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Risk Disclosures for the White Paper
Please carefully read and evaluate the risks that Starflow describes below.

Token Security 
StarCoins may be subject to expropriation and or/theft. Hackers or other malicious 
groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the Smart Contracts or the 
StarCoins in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of 
service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. 
Furthermore, because the Ethereum platform rests on open source software and 
StarCoins are based on open source software, there is the risk that Ethereum smart 
contracts may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may 
negatively affect the StarCoins or result in the loss of your StarCoins, the loss of your 
ability to access or control your StarCoins or the loss of ETH in your account. In the event 
of such a software bug or weakness, there may be no remedy and holders of StarCoins 
are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or compensation. 

Access to Private Keys 
StarCoins purchased by you may be held by you in your digital wallet or vault, which 
requires a private key, or a combination of private keys, for access. Accordingly, loss of 
requisite private key(s) associated with your digital wallet or vault storing StarCoins will 
result in loss of such StarCoins, access to your StarCoin balance and/or any initial 
balances in blockchains created by third parties. Moreover, any third party that gains 
access to such private key(s), including by gaining access to login credentials of a hosted 
wallet or vault service you use, may be able to misappropriate your StarCoins. Starflow is 
not responsible for any such losses. 

StarCoins are Non-Transferable Until Completion of Sale 
You acknowledge and understand that StarCoins are not transferrable until after the end 
of the StarCoin sale process. 

Starflow May Modify or Stop the Sale at Any Time 
You acknowledges and understands that Starflow may modify the timing, sale price and 
number of StarCoins available for sale at any time during the Distribution Period. You 
further acknowledge and understand that Starflow reserves the right to terminate the 
sale process at any time and withdraw any unsold StarCoins from the sale process. If the 
sale process has been stopped prematurely, StarCoins purchased by you may not be 
transferable. 

Exchange and Counterparty Risks 
If you send ETH to the Smart Sales Contract from an exchange or an account that you do 
not control, pursuant to the Smart Sales Contract, StarCoins will be allocated to the 
account that has sent ETH; therefore, you may never receive or be able to recover your 
StarCoins. By using the Smart Contracts and/or by purchasing StarCoins, you 
acknowledge and agree that you send ETH to the STAR Token Contract through an 
exchange account and/or hold StarCoins on a cryptocurrency exchange or with another 
third party at your own and sole risk.
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Risk Disclosures for the White Paper
Please carefully read and evaluate the risks that Starflow describes below.

Uncertain Regulatory Framework 
The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, digital assets and blockchain technology 
is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how or whether 
governmental authorities will regulate such technologies. It is likewise difficult to predict 
how or whether any governmental authority may make changes to existing laws, 
regulations and/or rules that will affect cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain 
technology and its applications. Such changes could negatively impact StarCoins in 
various ways, including, for example, through a determination that StarCoins are 
regulated financial instruments that require registration. Starflow may cease the 
distribution of StarCoins, the development of the Starflow platform or cease operations 
in a jurisdiction in the event that governmental actions make it unlawful or commercially 
undesirable to continue to do so. 

Currency Regulation Risks 
Governments are still grappling with public policy on the regulation of crypto-currencies 
as a form of settlement in trade. Governments adverse to the proliferation of the use of 
crypto-currencies in local commerce could issue laws and regulations deeming the use 
of crypto-currencies a regulated activity. This could result in holders of StarCoins being 
unable to use their StarCoins without further regulatory compliance by Starflow. 

Risk of Government Action 
As noted above, the industry in which Company operates is new, and may be subject to 
heightened oversight and scrutiny, including investigations or enforcement actions. 
There can be no assurance that governmental authorities will not examine the operations 
of Starflow and/or pursue enforcement actions against Starflow. Such governmental 
activities may or may not be the result of targeting Starflow in particular. All of this may 
subject Starflow to judgments, settlements, fines or penalties, or cause Company to 
restructure its operations and activities or to cease offering certain products or services, 
all of which could harm Starflow's reputation or lead to higher operational costs, which 
may in turn have a material adverse effect on the StarCoins and/or the development of 
the Starflow platform. 

Risks Associated with the Token Sale 
StarCoins are not investment products. Rather, StarCoins serve a specific function within 
the Starflow platform. There is no expectation of future profit or gain from the 
acquisition of StarCoin. StarCoins do not represent (i) any equity or other ownership 
interest in Starflow, (ii) any rights to dividends or other distribution rights from Starflow 
or (iii) any voting or other governance rights in Starflow. For these and other reasons, we 
believe the sale of StarCoin does not constitute a public offering of securities subject to 
prospectus registration requirements. However, public policy towards token sales is 
changing, and it is conceivable that regulators may in the future seek to broaden the 
scope of regulation of token sales. This could make token sales subject to registration 
requirements in the United States and similar jurisdictions. If the StarCoin token sale 
becomes subject to registration requirements, this would delay or potentially postpone 
the proposed StarCoin token sale indefinitely.
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Risk Disclosures for the White Paper
Please carefully read and evaluate the risks that Starflow describes below.

Taxation Risks 
The use of Tokens as a form of settlement currency may or may not be subject to local 
income tax, capital gain taxes, VAT or other forms of taxes. This uncertainty in tax 
legislation may expose merchants and customers alike to unforeseen future tax 
consequences associated with the use of Tokens as a settlement currency, and/or the 
trading of tokens or StarCoin for capital gains. 

Capital Control Risks 
Many jurisdictions, such as China impose strict controls on the cross-border flow of 
capital. Holders of StarCoins may be subject to these regulations and/or arbitrary 
enforcement of such regulations at any time. This would make the transfer of StarCoins 
out of the local jurisdiction to overseas exchanges an unlawful activity exposing the user 
of StarCoins to government fines or other regulatory sanction. 

CTF and Anti-Money Laundering Regulations 
The United States has issued a series of regulations to combat terrorist financing (CTF) 
and money-laundering activities. Many other countries have enacted similar legislation to 
control the flow of capital for such illicit activities. The use of crypto-currencies by bad 
actors would breach such regulations. Any illicit use of the StarCoin could seriously 
impact the global reputation of the Starflow platform. In such event, it is conceivable that 
this could trigger scrutiny by CTF and anti-money laundering regulators and potentially 
cause significant disruption to the distribution and circulation of tokens and StarCoin in 
the STAR ecosystem.
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Conclusion
Conclusion And Acknowledgements

Conclusion 
At Starflow we strongly believe that a fully integrated micropayment system, directly 
attached to content, and there by allowing seamless and instant value creation and 
information consumption, is essential. It is essential not only for the Influencer Economy, 
but for the entire media industry, all entrepreneurs and creators. As we are entering the 
creative era, we must be able to see and incentivise the value creations at the epicenter 
of the value consumption. That means consumers access a network where their desired 
premium, exclusive and enriched content will be available. At the same time, influencer 
productions and marketing campaigns will be given global reach. This ecosystem will in 
the long run, save not only the entire media industry but spread to incorporate the entire 
GIG economy. In other words to cater to the loss of jobs that AI, VR and robotisation will 
create. This, all in one place. 

For such an network to function, the blockchain and abilities for smart contracts and 
smart property is fundamental and it would of course be (and it ultimately will be) ideal if 
the blockchain was surrounding and embedded in the whole system, but until all speed 
and technology issues are solved, we have for the short term come up with a solution for 
a a system in 2 layers: The secure, fully distributed business layer of StarCoin (Pro) where 
larger transactions and values are stored, and the decentralized wallet system of 
ProtoStar where a minimum of micro-cash, for seamless and instant transactions, is to be 
stored for daily or weekly consumption purposes. 

Starflow will create such an open system with maximum convenience for both 
producers, brands, value providers and consumers, and presenting it with the best 
possible experience and interface. 

The Starflow Initial Coin Offering, conducted by the Distributor, enables a wide range of 
individuals the opportunity to participate in the long-term establishment of this network 
and ecosystem. Not only does that mean that they will be participating in the true 
establishment of the real influencer economy, but that they will be part of the creation of 
a fully functioning GIG economy, where they will see themselves participate and gain 
value in the epicenter of value creation. They will learn, participate and understand how 
digital content is produced, distributed, owned and monetized where value is created 
and consumed. 

Be part of our success story and join the Starflow Initial Coin Offering. We are looking 
forward to welcoming you on-board our journey into the future. 
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